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From the Editor
Student Employment Professionals,
First, I would like to thank all of the authors who took time out of their schedule to contribute to the
2015 NSEA Journal of Student Employment. This publication would not be possible without your hard work
and dedication as well as your willingness to share best practices and research across the NSEA organization. It
is professionals like you who are making the argument for student employment’s growth and enhancement.
Also a special thank you to those who peer-reviewed each submission; the quality of this journal depends on
those who take the time to check facts, review flow and general understanding of the pieces submitted for
publication.
As peer reviews were completed and I began to review and organize the submitted pieces, several
themes emerged that I am rather excited about. This publication represents a diverse field of topics, including:
The development of a student employment unit, gaining constituents and enhancing students, supervisors and
employment expectations, and regulations encompassed in Human Resources. Student employment is starting
to trend in the direction of not just offering opportunities for students to support themselves in school; but
leaning on the idea of how to help students gain skills and professionalism to become top candidates upon
graduation. Many authors have also recognized the importance of the supervisors’ role in enhancing students’
skill development, and how Student Employment offices can partner with them to support students we may not
be able to impact directly with our services.
Readers, I now invite each of you to take some time to review each publication and evaluate what can be
taken away to impact your student employment programs. Thank you for your continued support of the NSEA
Journal of Student Employment and we are looking forward to continuing to enhance this publication for future
professionals to look to as a resource in implementing Student Employment on their campuses.
Thank you,

Jenna Corcoran
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Creating an Effective Career
Services Office in a Community
College Setting
Dinorah Ramos-De Jesús
San Jacinto College – North Campus
Toni Lerch
San Jacinto College – Central Campus
Brittany Bonds
San Jacinto College – South Campus
Abstract
San Jacinto College opened its doors to the
community in 1961 with more than 800 students.
Today, San Jacinto College is made up of three
campuses serving nearly 30,000 students with over
200 degrees and certificates. San Jacinto College
strives to be the leader in educational excellence,
and in the achievement of equity among diverse
populations.
San Jacinto College is a two year institution located
in the Texas Gulf Coast region. With classes that
engage a student’s passion and creative interest, San
Jacinto College provides hands-on research and
field work to help students gain marketable skills.
With three campus locations, the College supports a
One College Vision to ensure that all students
receive the assistance and support needed to be
successful; regardless of where they take classes.
Career & Employment Centers at each campus
work cooperatively to provide consistent resources
and services to all students. At San Jacinto College,
student success is our ultimate measure. The
student employment program coordinated by the
Career & Employment Centers directly contributes
to student success and retention.
Dedication and Mission
The Career & Employment Center is dedicated in
assisting current students, alumni, and community
members with their career exploration and
development. Career & Employment Centers also
serve as a satellite human resources office for parttime and federal work study employment
opportunities. Our mission is to be the leader in
continuously fostering partnerships with students,
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alumni, employers, faculty, staff, administrators,
and the greater community. We support student
success by providing students with the tools
necessary to bridge education with employment
while promoting lifelong career development.
As members of the National Student Employment
Association/Southern Association of Student
Employment Administrators, we strive to learn best
practices and apply the latest trends in Career
Development and Student Employment to help our
students succeed.
Student Employment at San Jacinto College
Each institution has a unique system when it comes
to hiring students. In order to gain efficiencies but
continue to provide quality services to students, we
have established office hours when we accept and
process human resources paperwork. Career
Center staff facilitates the process by assisting
student employees with the initial background
check and new hire onboarding paperwork.
How We Engage Our Students
Student Employment is divided in six areas listed in
figure 1.
Engaging our students is an on-going task. We
have become more creative in ways of reaching our
students with the Career & Employment message.
Each area represents an opportunity, or an initiative
that has been successful within Career &
Employment.
Student employee activities include the bi-annual
On-Campus Hiring Event where students come and
meet Financial Aid and Career & Employment
representatives, and hiring leaders. This event
allows interested students to meet with hirng
leaders, complete employment applications and
submit them for consideration. Last year over 300
students attended college-wide and over 160 new
student employees were hired as a result.
Meet n’ Greets are a monthly initiative for student
employees to meet their colleagues, while
discussing career topics such as: resume 101, 30second elevator speech, interviewing 101,
professionalism in the workplace/office,
networking, social media, and soft skills.

Supervisor Training began as a way to meet with
hiring leaders once a year and provide training on
the latest human resources regulations. With the
assistance of Financial Aid, Supervisor Training is
mandatory and supervisors are required to attend
this training in order to receive the necessary funds
to obtain a federal work study student employee.
This training is only for those hiring leaders who
supervise federal work study students; however, we
encourage other supervisors to attend, as the
information shared is valuable.
Professional Development is an opportunity to
prepare our students to gain skills needed to be
successful in the workplace. We invite guest
speakers to facilitate these sessions and include
student testimonials, sharing how he/she was
successful in obtaining full time employment. These
workshops serve as opportunities to establish a oneon-one connection with students. Students are able
to feel more confident about their roles and their
mission as a student employee.
According to Rob Jenkins, Associate Professor of
English, Georgia Perimeter College, in his article
“What About Community Colleges,” community
colleges are known to be “access institutions. As an
“access institution,” students are able to complete a
certificate or a two-year degree with the opportunity
to transfer to a four-year university. Community
colleges are a “powerful engine for work-force
development delivering technical trainings helping
students to earn a living and powering the nation”
(http://chronicle.com/article/What-AboutCommunity-Colleges-/136671/).
Preparing students for the workforce is a great
opportunity and a big challenge for Career &
Employment Centers. In today’s workplace
employers expect our students to be prepared to
face the workforce.
We are presented with the task of training our
students with the necessary soft skills. In order to
accomplish this goal we must be intentional in order
to achieve student success.
We consider our student employees to be student
ambassadors who foster the connection with
students to our Career & Employment Centers. The
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Figure 1

student ambassadors connect with students sharing
Career & Employment Center resources, college
events, and information as a way of marketing and
advertising for Career & Employment services
campus wide.
How and Why We Engage Students Employees
Career & Employment Centers have limited
resources and limited time; by encouraging student
employees on campus we increase our resources,
increase student retention and school engagement,
and in the end it gives the student a sense of
community with a strong connection to the College.
College-wide collaboration is an on-going activity
among Coordinators within Career & Employment.
We assist each other in achieving success by
supporting each other’s activities and events.
Working together we are able to create cross
programing and share resources in order to make
the Career Services office more effective. Our
students are the future workforce, and we must
prepare them to be successful by increasing

student success we diminish failure. San Jacinto
College - Career & Employment Centers create
innovative strategies and provide ongoing training
for student employees to demonstrate their
leadership skills for tomorrow. We believe our San
Jacinto College Chancellor says it best: “This is an
opportunity for us to shake hands with tomorrow
and spend time creating the college of the future.
Shaking hands with tomorrow is an act of choice,

not of change. It is moving away from what we do,
to what we can do. It will take courage to move
away from our moorings into uncertainties of
tomorrow but, with that leap, we will have the
opportunity to create the San Jacinto College of the
future that will continue to meet the needs of our
community, our students, and our employees.” Dr.
Brenda Hellyer, Chancellor - San Jacinto College.

About the Authors
Dinorah Ramos- De Jesús, Coordinator at North Campus has
over 10 years of experience in Higher Education. As a bilingual
professional she focuses her efforts in helping students make
College a reality and finding the right career.

Toni Lerch, Coordinator at Central Campus has over 15 years
of experience in human resources and 4 years in higher
education. Her passion is helping others identify their skills,
strengths, and potential.

Brittany Bonds, Coordinator at South Campus has been working in
career services at the community college for over 2 years. She is
committed to assisting student employees to make the most of their oncampus employment experience, while providing mentorship and
coaching to them.
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Connecting the Dots: Engaging
and Developing Your Student
Employment Network
Regina Storrs
University of Michigan-Dearborn
Julie Kell
University of Michigan-Dearborn
Mai Qazzaz
University of Michigan-Dearborn
Abstract
A Student Employment Network (SEN) was
developed at the University of Michigan-Dearborn
(UM-Dearborn) due to the need for consistent and
streamlined training for all student employees. In
order to be successful, Career Services found that it
was necessary to invite partners campus wide. This
article presents the process of developing the SEN
with existing resources, obtaining support from
campus partners, implementing training processes
with SEN members and evaluating the program.
Through the creation of a SEN, student employees
are exposed to a formal training process,
professional development opportunities and various
campus resources.
Student Employment Network (SEN) Objective:
To collaboratively align and leverage student
employment efforts campus wide through
department orientations, training, best practices and
other existing initiatives toward the development
and retention of student employees, leading to
increased student success.
Student Employment Tied to Student Success
The University of Michigan-Dearborn has a
decentralized campus with various departments
responsible for different facets of student
employment for the over 500 students working on
campus. Our intention was to utilize student
employment as a campus wide tool to enhance the
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professional exposure and experience for student
employees. The office of Career Services, housed
in the Enrollment Management and Student Life
(EMSL) unit, has consistently hosted training
workshops for students within EMSL.
During the training, students learned about
professionalism, general administrative processes
(submitting a time sheet, payroll process), and
University Human Resources policies. For larger
scale training, Career Services traveled to various
departments on campus and led a session tailored to
their departmental needs. In March 2009, Career
Services organized URock! Student Employee
Celebration to recognize EMSL student employees
and allow supervisors to share their appreciation.
Feedback from students following the event
indicated an interest in networking opportunities,
information on campus resources and workshops on
various topics. While analyzing the survey data, it
appeared that student employees could benefit from
a campus wide targeted outreach. Career Services
recognized that a need existed for a structured
student employment program designed to assist in
the professional development, support and
recognition of student employees across the entire
campus.
It was extremely important to obtain campus
support in this process and to emphasize the
connection between student employment, retention,
and academic success. In the report “Improving
Student Retention and Graduation Rates,”
developed by Hanover Research, the correlation
between various academic as well as non-academic
factors and student retention (Table 1) is
demonstrated. As noted from the 2004 ACT
Institutional Data Questionnaire based on 20 years
of data collection (as cited in Hanover Research,
2011), academic factors strongly correlate with
retention, while institutional and peer support are
moderately correlated with retention.
(ACT, 2004).

from EMSL Student Employee Training sessions,
Career Services was able to move forward with
establishing a campus wide Student Employment
Network.

Based on these factors that play a strong role in
retention, it was determined that academically based
resources should be made available to student
employees through programming. Additionally, it
was important for the
Category
Factors
University to demonstrate its
commitment to student
AcademicFactors
related skills
with
employees and to help students
strong
Academic selfrealize their value as well as
correlation
confidence
importance in the system. In
to
Academic goals
2008 “A Study on the Effects
retention
Institutional
of Student Employment on
commitment
Retention”, published by
Factors
Social support
Purdue University Calumet,
with
High school
found that working on campus
moderate
GPA
correlation
assists students in the
Institutional
to
selectivity
development of career related
retention
Socioeconomic
skills and in the persistence to
status
graduation.
Social
involvement
Achievement
motivation
General selfconcept
Achievement
motivation
General selfconcept

Correlation
Coefficient
.366
.359
.340
.262
.257
.246
.238
.228
.216

Creating a Student
Employment Network of
Campus Partners
When creating the Student
Employment Network (SEN),
Career Services first ensured
that the SEN would align with
the following values and
mission of the University:
 Deepen Academic
Excellence
 Enhance Student
Engagement and Success
 Strategically
increase Enrollment and
External Funding
 Achieve Metropolitan
Impact

.066
According to Leonard (2008)
“They are developing customer
.050
service skills; including
Career Services then began the
helping and being a resource to
process of actually building the
.066
Factors
with weak
other students, supporting
membership of the SEN by
correlation
.050
faculty and staff, and most
conducting targeted meetings
to
found that aspect of their job
with departments that hired the
retention
very satisfying. Student
largest number of student
Table
1
(Source:
ACT,
2004
as
workers also are enhancing their
employees, and later meetings with
cited in Hanover Research, 2011)
communication skills, learning
representatives from smaller
diplomacy and tact, and boosting their crossoffices. During these meetings, an emphasis was
cultural communication skills. Participants’
placed on collaboration and cooperation. The SEN
patience is increasing, especially with difficult
was not presented as a Career Services initiative,
people, repetitive questions, and different learning
but rather as a campus wide network that other
abilities. Other transferable job skills mentioned
departments could be actively involved in and
were project management, problem solving,
contribute to. Eventually, a campus wide invitation
networking, time management. Several students
was sent to encourage anyone passionate about
cited the ability to apply classroom instruction in
student employment to join the SEN.
their work experience as another skill developed”
(Leonard, 2008). The exposure to professionally
During the first meeting with campus partners, the
relevant skills is critical in terms of marketability
team focused on goals for student employees,
and employability after graduation. Utilizing
objectives for the SEN, and ways members
research as well as qualitative and quantitative data
could participate in training students. The
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team began with branding and the creation of the
title Student Employment Network. Furthermore,
volunteers were tasked with exploring student
employment as it related to retention and compiling
a list of student employment best practices.
Finally, SEN Student Learning Objectives were
developed, which would be the guiding parameters
for all of the initiatives implemented by the SEN.
The following learning objectives were
collaboratively chosen by SEN members:
 Be knowledgeable of and know how to
access campus academic support services
 Apply problem solving, critical thinking and
creative thinking skills
 Be able to discuss their team role and
specific contributions to the team
 Be able to discuss campus inclusion and
exposure to various cultures
 Demonstrate personal responsibility and
leadership
 Participate in campus community
engagement initiatives
 Gain career knowledge and workplace skills
 Develop and practice soft skills
It was important to tie the learning objectives to the
factors that play a role in student retention,
academic success, and commitment to degree
completion. Therefore, the learning objectives
focus heavily on campus resources, development of
analytical abilities, and exposure to interpersonal or
soft skills. The SEN also integrated the six core
learning goals, developed by UM-Dearborn and the
Council for the Advancement of Standards in
Higher Educations (CAS), which focus on core
knowledge, written communication, cultural
understanding, critical and creative thinking,
collaboration and citizenship defined around
engagement in the metropolitan community. The
team set initial goals for the network including: to
connect existing campus student employment
initiatives under one framework as well as create
student employment tool kits for students, campus
employers and nonprofit employers.
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2014 SEN Student Employee Retreat &
Professional Development Workshops
The summer 2014 Student Employee Retreat was
designed for both returning student employees, who
had attended the 2013 retreat, as well as new
students who were beginning employment with the
University. Responding to the suggestions from
2013 retreat attendees, the material needed to be
innovative, and also clear to our new student
employees. The SEN designed a program with
these elements in mind. The retreat was hosted by
the Community Involvement and Volunteerism
Center (CIViC), Mardigian Library, Athletics,
University Center, Financial Aid, Career Services,
Human Resources, College of Engineering and
Computer Science, and the College of Arts,
Sciences, and Letters. Students had the opportunity
to participate in a team building exercise, act out
scenarios based on common workplace challenges,
discuss various campus resources, and learn about
the importance of service through the CIViC.
Following the Student Employee Retreat, the SEN
coordinated several leadership and professional
development workshops led by campus partners.
Students learned how to network with others,
problem solve and resolve conflicts. Each time a
workshop or training session was conducted, the
student attendees were surveyed. Following the
Student Employee Retreat, 88% of attendees
indicated they felt more engaged with the campus
community as a result of participating.
Data from student employee evaluations indicated
SEN Learning Objectives were met as follows:
 Be knowledgeable of and know how to
access campus academic support services 92%
 Apply problem solving, critical thinking and
creative thinking skills - 93%
 Be able to discuss their team role and
specific contributions to the team - 98%
 Be able to discuss campus inclusion and
exposure to various cultures - 96%






Demonstrate personal responsibility and
leadership - 90%
Participate in campus community
engagement initiatives - 98%
Gain career knowledge and workplace skills
- 94%
Develop and practice soft skills - 96%

One of the most significant successes of the SEN
has been collaboration with other divisions on
campus. Each person in the SEN is also open to
providing help as needed for events, sharing
guidance on student employment challenges and
brainstorming new initiatives. Additionally, others
on campus feel that they are actively involved in
helping our student employees grow. The genuine
collaboration across various departments on campus
has led to very honest discussions about student
employment. It is the intent of the SEN that the
open dialogue and cohesiveness of the network
leads to continued opportunities for our student
employees.
Goals for the Future
The SEN has many goals that we aspire to reach. In
regards to student training, the SEN would like
student employees to begin assisting in the planning
of the Student Employee Retreat as well as leading
training and professional development sessions.
Additionally, a workshop or series of workshops
will be designed for more experienced student
employees to address challenges that are faced by
those with higher level responsibilities. A student
employee mentoring program is also under
consideration as it would help incoming student
employees to have an experienced student employee
from whom they could seek guidance.
Furthermore, the SEN is examining several ways to
assist those who supervise student employees. The
network has discussed developing resource toolkits
that would help supervisors address any concerns
with their student employees. The toolkits would
also include a template for student employee
Updated design: IUPUI Office of Student Employment

performance evaluations. This could help
supervisors and students to openly discuss
challenges in the workplace and to develop an
effective action plan to overcome any issues. The
network would also like to host supervisor training
sessions to help campus employees who oversee
student employees share strategies with one
another.
The team is striving to move valuable resources
online and to create useful videos. Both students
and supervisors would have access to information,
helpful tips, and video guides on administrative
processes. Furthermore, while the SEN is
represented cross-functionally on campus (Table 2),
one of our goals is to expand even more.
Admissions & Orientation
Athletics & Recreation
CIViC (Community Involvement and Volunteerism
Center)
Career Services
College of Arts, Sciences, and Letters (CASL)
Administration
CASL Advising and Records
CASL Co-op
College of Business Computing Services
College of Education, Health, and Human Services
College of Engineering & Computer Science
Communications & Marketing
Counseling & Disability Services
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Human Resources
Information Technology Services
Language, Culture, and Communication
Library/Information Resources
Library Research Center
Library-Technical Services
Literature, Philosophy & the Arts
Mardigian Library
Office of Financial Aid
Office of International Affairs
Office of Student Engagement
Science Learning Center
University Center

Table 2

The possibility of hosting a Student Employee
Conference that would be open to all three
University of Michigan campuses is currently being
investigated. The conference would focus on
leadership, problem solving, conflict resolution,
professionalism, customer service, and retention
efforts.

About the Authors
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supporting the career
development and
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our students and
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and job search
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Enhancing Student Employment
and Professional Development
Programs at the
University of Iowa
Josh Frahm
University of Iowa

the next few pages, we will be describing how we
inspire, challenge, and educate University of Iowa
students to find careers that reflect their personal
values through self-discovery. Our goal is to teach
and equip students with the knowledge and
experiences necessary to navigate the path from
college student to career professional with clarity,
competence, and confidence.

Abstract
University of Iowa has undertaken the development
of students and supervisors to further enhance the
students experience and ability to communicate
implementation of learning in environments outside
of the classroom. The first program developed to
reach goals set forth by the university includes a 1
credit hour course designed to enhance student
development and job preparedness. Other
opportunities discussed include the development of
supervisors who employ students and how these
programs impact student retention and
implementation of knowledge.

UI STEP (Student to Employed Professional) 1
credit hour certification course
PROGRAM MISSION:
Our mission is to provide University of Iowa
undergraduate students with a certification
opportunity that will enhance their resume and
feeling of engagement, as well as educate them on
the importance of goal setting and self-evaluation.
This program will provide students with a career
foundation that will benefit them today, and well
into the future. By educating our student employees
on important topics related to personal and career
growth, students will be ready to
“I wanted to reach out to you about how helpful
maximize their University
that taking the UI STEP class was for me. A lot
experience and learn how to
of what you covered in class has been very
forge their learning into action
helpful for beginning my new job and has put
steps that will give them the
me a step ahead of some of the other first-year
advantage they need in today’s
consultants. Specifically, email etiquette and
competitive and changing
interviewing are two things that have helped me
professional environment.
because I work with a group of volunteers who

Why the need for
developmental programs
on your campus?
As student employment
representatives, we have a
responsibility to our
students to prepare them
for not just their student
job, but for their future
career. Whether we like it
are sometimes high-level university
or not, we are all educators.
administrators, or in one case a federal judge,
The UI STEP course started out
While the academic
and being able to be comfortable in interacting
as a grant funded venture to
performance of students is
with them despite being an entry-level
offer a certificate program for
critical in their future
employee is something that those skills have
student employees on campus.
success, further
helped me with.” Colin Pinkston-Nelson (BA
The UI Provost’s office offered
involvement outside the
in International Studies, spring 2014)
grants for Student Success
classroom is not only
beneficial, but expected by
Initiatives and the proposal for
employers. The skills that students are learning
UI STEP was selected. After thorough research on
within their student jobs and within further
student employment and the identification of further
developmental programs on your campus can help
career development needs for student employees,
give your students the competitive edge they need
the UI STEP course was created and approved to be
in the current economic climate.
a 1 semester hour, 11 week course by the Provost
office. To get the course approved, we created the
At the University of Iowa, we have developed three
specific programs on campus that have shown to
curriculum and turned it into the Provost office.
greatly benefit our students in a variety of ways. In
The Office of Student Employment made
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sure to substantiate our research and differentiate
the course offering from all other career
development courses offered at the University of
Iowa. The process to gain approval for the credit
hour course will take a lot of work, but participation
from students is likely to increase with the offering
of a credit hour.
If your university is not funded enough or capable
of getting a course approved, I would encourage
you to try to set up individual workshops related to
the topics below:
Topics:








Student employment impact on your future
employability
Job searching and outlook
Standing out to recruiters (Guest Recruiter
Presenting)
Networking & utilizing social media for
professional benefit (LinkedIn demonstration)
Resume writing (Career Center Presentation)
Interview preparation (Mock Interview Day)
College to Career transition coaching

Throughout the UI STEP course, we believe in the
power of self-assessment and understanding oneself
before you can sell your own skills to others.
Because of our self-assessment goal, students
complete activities such as a transferable skills
survey, SWOT analysis, and core values/time
management assignment. The final project is a
personal action plan where the students map out
how they will proceed with their student
employment and career preparation moving
forward.

Class Results:
Any program involving professional development
should aim to assess the success of the program and
look to improve it over time. Each semester, I have
been able to survey students who have given me
ideas on how to continue to enhance the course.
With these ideas, the course has continued to evolve
over the last year. It is also important that you
continue to update the material you utilize each
semester as the world of recruiting is changing
extremely fast. Below you will find some survey
results and quotes from students who have recently
graduated from the University of Iowa.
On a 5 point Likert Scale, we asked students to rate
their career preparation and planning confidence
level before and after taking the UI STEP course.
The following data has been compiled to this point.
1—Not at all confident 2—A little confident 3—somewhat confident 4—Very confident 5—extremely
confident

Confidence
Comparison-Before/After
5
4
3
2
1
0

4.08
2.88
Before
After
Confidence Rating

Through one full year of offering the UI STEP
class, we have had 114
“I just wanted to personally thank you for all your help this semester. I was just offered
students graduate with
and accepted my dream job as a pediatric hematology oncology nurse at the American
the certification. This
Family Children's Hospital in Madison, Wisconsin. I know for a fact this class helped set
certification can be
me apart from other candidates and made me more confident throughout the whole
posted on a students’
process! Thank you again.” Katherine Ciminelli, (BS in Nursing, fall 2013)
resume to showcase
their enhanced readiness for employment.
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To what extent have you applied what you have
learned from UI STEP into your everyday life? 1—Not at
all 2—Not very much 3—A little
amount 5—Very much

4—A moderate

Applying
Education
5

4.22

4

We found through our survey that many employers
have very little time to train staff appropriately
outside of the normal day-to-day job functions.
This leaves many 18-22 year-old students without
the developmental training of what it takes to be a
great employee. If we want students to treat their
student jobs like “real jobs” then we have to treat
them like real employees. Faculty and staff receive
orientation, and we believe students deserve that
professional development opportunity as well.

3
STEP

2
1
0
Rate of Application

To what extent have you applied what you have
learned from UI STEP into your everyday life? 1—Not at
all 2—Not very much 3—A little
amount 5—Very much

4—A moderate

Career
Preparation
5

4.56

4
3
STEP

2
1
0
Preparation Rating

In the spring and fall semesters of 2014, 254 student
employees attended our two hour, highly interactive
UI STEP—Workforce Development sessions. If
your university is unable to create a course offering
for professional development, we encourage a
session such as this that can provide students with
the basics of professionalism training along with
helping them understand all of the transferable
skills that they can learn on the job. Below are
some of the areas we focus on during our two hour
session:
Topics Covered:
 Student employee role in the University
mission
 Student employment education and history
 Student employment impact on professional
development
 Understanding of transferable vs. job
specific skills
 Professional workplace etiquette do’s and
don’ts
 Professional communication and
development

UI STEP—Workforce Development Sessions
Another area of need the Office of Student
Employment noticed through campus
“The STEP Workforce Development session was a game
changer. After attending, our student employees now think about
research is the ability to provide a
their student employment position in a different light. They
consistent developmental orientation type
understand they’re an important part of the big picture, and want to
session for student employees on campus.
make a difference.” Kathryn Sidwell—Financial Analyst, Billing
We would encourage each of you to survey
Account Services & ID Card Programs
your student supervisors to see what ideas
they may have and what help they may
need from your office.
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We have had the privilege in our office of sitting
through a variety of employer panels with recruiters
who are involved with our career center, and one
thing that comes up consistently is the need for
graduates to have better professionalism and
communication skills. This is not always developed
in the classroom, so this is our opportunity as a
group to really make a difference in the
development of these students.
Supervising Today’s Students Series
It takes a special set of skills to effectively hire,
orient, motivate, train, and develop student
employees. Therefore, Learning and Development,
in partnership with the Office of Student
Employment and the UI STEP program, is currently
offering a certificate program for UI faculty and
staff which supports the UI strategic goal of
undergraduate student success. The Supervising
Today's Students Series (STS) focuses on
developing skills for individuals who supervise
and/or represent undergraduate students, while
providing insights on how to best lead and support
student employees.
All faculty and staff are invited to take part in the
series, or select courses which are most pertinent to
their individual needs. All courses are open to all
regardless of participation in the certificate
program. Participants who complete all STS series
requirements will be eligible for a certificate. To be
awarded a certificate, participants may complete
any six courses of their choice within one-year of
completion of their first course.
Courses may be taken in any order, but we strongly
encourage participants to begin with the
Introductory Session if possible. Each session is 1.5
hours in length.
http://hr.uiowa.edu/learn/supervising-todaysstudents
Topics:
 Introductory Session—Understanding the
Modern Student’s Perspective
 Successfully Training Student Employees
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Student Employment: Nuts & Bolts
Effectively Leading Students
Empowering Students Through Motivation
Effectively Supervising International
Students
Connecting Work & Academics
Creating an Effective and Positive
Workplace Culture
Social Media: Understanding the
Professional Significance

One thing we learned over the course of the
implementation of our two UI STEP programs is
that employer’s wanted development themselves.
Within the last semester, I have specifically been
asked to present for four specific departments on
developing their student workforce. As most of us
are fully aware, there are definite generational
differences in today’s students that need to be
accounted for. It is important to understand that
how you supervise a millennial probably shouldn’t
be the same way you supervise a baby boomer. The
Supervising Today’s Students Series aims to
develop our supervisors’ ability to lead today’s
students through a variety of topics.
If your university develops a program similar to
this, we would encourage you to look to add new
topics and instructors each semester to maintain the
interest of the highly involved supervisors. For
example, this semester we have added sessions
relating to managing different learning styles and
working well with different generations.
Attendance Results:
Introductory Session—Understanding the Modern
Student’s Perspective—(26)
Successfully Training Student Employees—(24)
Student Employment: Nuts & Bolts—(26)
Effectively Leading Students—(22)
Empowering Students through Motivation—(19)
Effectively Supervising International Students—
(12)

Connecting Work & Academics—(21)
Creating an Effective and Positive Workplace
Culture—(22)
Social Media: Understanding the Professional
Significance—(26)
University of Iowa Data
There are many misconceptions out there about
student employment and its effect on academic
performance and we
hear it all the time
from parents during
our new student
Orientation
information sessions.
One of our goals is to
26-30 hrs
dispel the myths
11-15 hrs
about student
0 hrs
employment and
2.8
3
3.2 3.4
focus on the
advantages and the
“reality” of our student employee results. Here is
the data that we have gathered compliments of our
data analysis group:

employees graduating at a 16.5% higher
level!
I encourage all of you to try and compile this data
as a way to determine the numerical and financial
impact that student employment has on your
university. Put this together with programs to grow
and develop your student employees and you will
have a well-received program. By substantiating
through research results the role
of student employment in student
success, campus engagement,
retention and graduation rates,
you will be more likely to gain
the support needed by
administration to fund programs
for student employees and staff
Mean GPA of
College
positions that support student
Students By
employment initiatives.
Hours Worked

Mean GPA of UI
Students By Hours
Worked







In 2013, University of Iowa students who
worked between 1-15 hours per week had a
better GPA than students who did not work
at all. From 16-20 hours per week, the GPA
stats were similar. At the University of
Iowa, no students who work on campus are
allowed to put in more than 20 hours each
week.
From 2003-2012, University of Iowa data
shows that student employees are retained at
a 94% average year-to-year compared to the
University-wide average of 84% during that
same 10 year period. A 10% increase!
Since 2003, four-year graduation rates for
students who work on campus are at a 9.2%
higher level than the University average,
while six-year graduation rates have an even
more significant increase with student
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SERU Data

Conclusion
As part of the NSEA, we are all a part of our students’ education experience. Probably more than we even
realize. If we work together to share best practices we can continue to improve the programs we offer to our
students. By educating our students through employment programs and helping they develop personally and
professionally, these students will be ready to maximize their University experience and learn how to forge
their learning into action steps for their future. By educating supervisors of student hourly employees on the
importance of their role in student success, the supervisors will be more engaged and better prepared to offer
significant learning and professional experiences to students. This makes student employment a win-win for
students, supervisors and the entire campus.
About The Author
Josh is currently an UI STEP & Student
Employment Coordinator/Adjunct Faculty.
He graduated from a small high school in
northeast Iowa in 2000 and continued his
education at the University of Iowa where
he graduated with a Marketing degree in
2004. He also obtained his Executive
Master’s degree from Colorado Technical
University in 2009. Josh has worked in
higher education since 2005 as an
Administrator, Project Manager, Associate Director,
Career Coach, and as an online and in-classroom
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Josh has the unique opportunity to use his passion
for student development through education
with the UI STEP (Student to Employed
Professional) program that he created. Through
student workforce development and career
planning, Josh provides University of Iowa
students with an intentional student experience
that prepares them for the rest of their time at
the University of Iowa and well beyond. His
passion stems from his own personal failures as
a student and as a young professional, and Josh
plans to minimize the number of students who could
share that fate.

A Framework that Works:
Guiding Student Employment
on the Ground

ideally be operationalized and embraced in the
student employment community.
Development of a Student Employment Cycle
Common knowledge human resource and employee
life cycle phases and information, which vary across
disciplines and sectors, leave opportunity for
integrating elements essential to and differentiating
the needs of employing students in an academic
environment. Figure 1 illustrates that integration
into the proposed student employment cycle and
framework with a focus on content for supervisors
and departments employing students.

Craig Pelka, M.P.A.
Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis
Abstract
The IUPUI Office of Student Employment, having
embarked on a revitalized emphasis on on-campus
employer development, recognized a need to shape
its approach to working with
employers in a developmental
manner, as well as organize
resources and services to
stimulate on-campus student
employment growth. This
article calls student employment
professionals to customize and
implement the proposed
framework to guide
coordination, education, and
communication among
supervisors, departments
employing students, students
themselves, and other internal
Figure 1. Student Employment Cycle
and external stakeholders.
Student employment professionals across
centralized offices, financial aid, human resources,
payroll, career services, and student affairs offices
are faced with a variety of challenges and
opportunities when it comes to communication and
coordination with internal and external
stakeholders. Connecting the dots while managing
processes to employ students and implementing
new strategies to make student employment a highimpact educational and professional experience can
seem overwhelming to a student employment
professional in the face of funding challenges,
institutional culture, technology advancements, staff
needs, and time constraints. Among the challenges
and opportunities lies a need for a holistic approach
to the experiences of student employees, the
supervisors and departments employing them, and
the work of student employment administrators. By
proposing a framework by which to guide and
educate these populations through student
employment at institutions, a holistic approach can
Updated design: IUPUI Office of Student Employment

The Need for Cohesion
Prior to the development of the cycle,
the IUPUI Office of Student
Employment acknowledged the need
for developing numerous tools,
resources, and job aides to empower
current and potential departments
employing students. Additionally,
more hands-on services including
coaching, consulting, and
enhancement of training programs
were desired to enhance supervision
capacity and thereby increase the
number of students working on
campus. Furthermore, communicating
with stakeholders in a way to clarify
internal operations and on-campus employer roles
and responsibilities was needed. The revitalized
focus on on-campus employer development
contributed to the need to organize the resources,
guidance, and approach to working with on-campus
employers in a developmental manner. Collectively,
these needs resulted in the evaluation of current
services and resources and identification of gaps to
create the student employment cycle.
Dissecting the Phases of a Student Employment
Cycle
While the phases of the student employment cycle
are general in nomenclature, the activities and
processes involved throughout each phase, and the
intersection of those activities and processes, lead to
a more nuanced approach for student employment.
To understand how each phase of the student
employment cycle connects and is dependent on
others, the below descriptions provide an

overview which student employment professionals
are encouraged to adapt.
Planning and Development
Many times overlooked as a critical element in
determining the success of a position, initiative, or
program, the planning and development phase of
the cycle includes the strategic thinking and
planning to guide future phases. Actions in this
phase include, but are not limited to:
 Forecasting staffing needs and anticipated
student employee departures or graduations
 Evaluating positions to determine if staffing
levels are meeting needs
 Developing or enhancing student employee
job descriptions to ensure accuracy
 Budgeting for current and future student
employment needs, including leveraging state
and federal work-study programs
 Establishing or evaluating the learning
outcomes for student positions
 Developing or revising timelines or plans to
guide future phases
 Identifying supervisor(s) and/or support staff
for student employment needs
 Planning for changes in organizational
policies and/or regulations which guide
student employment
Recruiting and Interviewing
A more traditional and intuitive starting point for
many supervisors when a need for a student
employee arises, the recruiting and interviewing
phase of the cycle includes the processes of actively
seeking out and screening candidates based on the
previous phase. Actions in this phase include, but
are not limited to:
 Identifying recruitment needs, including types
and number of positions to fill based on
staffing needs
 Identifying recruitment tactics to advertise
positions and market opportunities to potential
candidates
 Developing a job posting based on the job
description to attract candidates to apply
 Developing or revising criteria to objectively
evaluate applications and select interviewees
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 Selecting best interview format, questions, and
techniques based on the position and learning
objectives
 Developing or revising criteria to objectively
evaluate interviewees and make decision on
top candidate(s)
 Communicating with applicants and
candidates throughout recruitment and
interview process
Selection and Hiring
The selection and hiring phase of the cycle, based
on the results of the previous phase, involves many
intuitive processes, which many times are
institutionalized into the organization/department.
Other actions in this phase may not be as intuitive,
but are equally as important to continue ensuring a
positive experience for student employees. Actions
in this phase include, but are not limited to:
 Finalizing selection of candidate(s), which
may include involving current student
employees
 Creating or revising materials to officially
offer position to candidate(s)
 Communicating expectations to candidate(s)
on anticipated processes and timeline involved
in hiring process
 Following institutional hiring process in
accordance with institutional, federal, state,
and local policies
 Notifying internal stakeholders of selection
and establishing expectations for welcoming
student employees into the workplace
Orientation and Training
Many times split into separate phases for
employees, full-time or otherwise, the orientation
and training phase may need to be combined or at
least coordinated closely due to relatively short
tenures of student employees. New student
employee orientation should be more than a oneday experience, but a process of learning
expectations, navigating a workplace, and
relationship building beginning even before their
first day on the job. Training expands upon those
experiences by equipping students with the
knowledge, skills, and abilities they will need to be
successful in their job. Actions in this phase
include, but are not limited to:

 Identifying tools, resources, permissions,
access, supplies, and workspace needed before
the student starts their position
 Communicating with student before they start
to establish expectations on what first day,
week, and month will consist of, as well as
performance expectations
 Introducing student to the context of work,
including colleagues, relationships,
mission/vision of work unit, culture, and
supervisory expectations
 Discussing how the student’s tasks and
responsibilities contribute to the mission
 Ensuring student understands the tools,
projects, roles, and duties of their position, as
well as how to utilize those to work
effectively
Performance Management
Considered “the work” phase of the cycle and
consisting of traditional performance management
principles and activities, this phase should be
utilized as an active process of removing barriers,
refining expectations, and relationship building to
foster success in the student’s work. Actions in this
phase include, but are not limited to:
 Establishing and communicating standards by
which the student will be evaluated and should
function
 Communicating and refining delegation,
supervision, and feedback styles based on the
student’s professional needs and work
performance
 Conducting informal and formal performance
management conversations based on the
student’s performance and learning objectives
of the position
 Soliciting feedback and input from student on
the duties of their position, opportunities for
growth, and ways to improve supervision
Transition and Separation
The bittersweet aspect of student employment is the
inevitable transition of student employees. Whether
voluntarily based on securing another position or
graduation, or involuntarily based on performance,
the transition and separation phase of the cycle is a
process that can be leveraged for the benefit of both
the student and supervisor or employer. Actions in
this phase include, but are not limited to:
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 Assisting students with planning for their
departure to pursue opportunities relevant to
their degrees and career paths
 Ensuring all tasks or processes are completed
in order to transition work, returning of
institutional property, removing access, and
terminating employment status
 Conducting exit interviews, whether formally
or informally, to receive feedback from
students on their overall experiences based on
the learning outcomes of the position
 Recognizing accomplishments of departing
student employees
 Communicating with internal stakeholders
regarding departing students
The Core: Supervision, Communication,
Engagement, and Learning
At the core of the cycle and integrated into each of
the phases are the principles of supervision,
communication, engagement, and learning (see
Figure 1). Through supervisors ensuring these
principles and associated activities are integrated
throughout a student employee’s experience,
student employment can be a high-impact
educational and professional experience, both for
the student and the supervisor. Other benefits of
this approach may include higher expectations both
for themselves and their employment experience
through shaping the student’s psychological
contract, or the unwritten agreement of expectations
between themselves and their employer (Rousseau,
1989). Actions in each aspect of the core include,
but are not limited to:
Supervision
By supervising throughout each phase of the cycle,
supervisors are not only able to ensure human
resource processes are executed effectively and
efficiently, but also serve as concierge of sorts for
the student and can identify student strengths and
opportunities for professional development.
Supervision also involves partnering with the
student to help maintain work, life, and school
balance. This level of supervision and
communication may impact the students’ overall
value of their positions (Guzzo & Noonan, 1994).

students who have never worked, going through the
cycle with their supervisor can ensure they are
exposed to the critical elements of being an
employee which they will need in their future
careers. For those students who have little work
experience or experience that is not highly relevant
to their degrees, supervisors can utilize the cycle to
provide students a holistic experience in a
professional setting complemented with mentoring
and coaching to make connections between their
academics and career goals. Perna (2010) calls for
colleges and universities to educate professionals
(i.e., supervisors) on connecting students’
workplace and academics, as well as changing
institutional practices to foster these learning
connections.

Communication
Communicating with students throughout the cycle,
as well as with stakeholders, may facilitate a culture
of effectiveness and value for student employment
(Guzzo & Noonan, 1994). Active communication
fosters relationship building between the student
and supervisor. Communication also involves
reporting the results and impact of student
employment, including conveying the learning
objectives met through the position(s), financial
savings through aid programs such as the Federal
Work-Study Program, and institutional buy-in to
student employment.
Engagement
Student employee engagement throughout the cycle
involves not only student employee satisfaction, but
trust, recognition, appreciation, and fostering the
cognitive, emotional, and behavioral connection to
the student’s job (Saks, 2006). The engagement of
student employees can be facilitated by supervisors
Program Phase and Processes/Deliverables
Planning and Development
Coordinate with Director(s)/Dean on programmatic topics/needs

Implementation of a Student Employment Cycle
The student employment cycle, based on unique
aspects of student employment and traditional
employee life cycle principles, can serve multiple
Timeframe

Ongoing
As needed

Manage semesterly "intent to return" process to inform planning

Semesterly

Resource Assessment and Development

As needed

Learning Outcome Development

Semesterly /
Yearly Review

Learning Outcome Assessment

Semesterly /
Yearly Review

Figure 2. Planning Tool Excerpt 1

through numerous drivers detailed in each phase of
the cycle, as well as empowerment, fairness, and
aligning the student’s work with their academic and
career development (Partnership for Public Service,
2015).
Learning
Integral to the cycle and student employment as a
discipline is both learning and development. For
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Notes

Ongoing
Function

Needs and Staffing Assessment

Position Planning and Development

Primary
Task Owner

As needed

Depends on topic; may be primarily updates and
communication on training needs; accomplishments
Refers to monitoring graduation dates and staffing
patterns to inform recruitment needs
Inquire with student employees about whether they intend
to return the next semester and how many hours they are
requesting per week
Depends on topic; refers to assessment and development
of operational resources, guides, manuals, tip sheets, job
aides, etc.
For example, by the end of the first semester in the
position, what should the student employee(s) be able to
do/demonstrate?
In coordination with Performance Management Process,
evaluate students on learning outcomes and performance
standards
Refers to updating of position duties/responsibilities in
coordination with staffing needs and desired learning
outcomes; informs job position description to use

purposes and for multiple stakeholders in student
employment. The below discussion provides
recommendations for institutionalization of the
student employment cycle.
Cycle as a Planning Tool
For supervisors and on-campus departments
employing students, especially those new to student
employment, the cycle can be adapted to include
unit-specific processes and activities to guide
student employment positions and

programs. Many staff and faculty at institutions
find themselves supervising or working with student
employees with little or no supervision experience
or training in the past. By mapping out each of the
steps involved based on the cycle framework, roles
and responsibilities can be clarified and strategically
planned. See Figure 2 for an excerpt from a
spreadsheet provided to supervisors containing
elements of the cycle to customize.

Cycle as a Tool for Student Employment
Professionals
For student employment professionals, the cycle not
only should aid in supervisory development, but
also should serve as a practical tool. Below are
recommendations for use by practitioners that can
be scaled based on institutional context, extent of
centralization or decentralization, and overall
capacity.
1. Build the cycle into employer trainings to
ensure all aspects of employing students is
covered. For example, host a strategic
planning workshop for supervisors to walk
them through each phase. See Figures 4 and
5 for excerpts from a training document
used in a supervisor action planning
workshop.
2. Collaborate with departments on campus
(e.g., financial aid, human resources,
payroll) to identify and clarify
responsibilities of student employment in a

Cycle as an Operational Tool
Once all processes and activities in the cycle are
planned, supervisors and on-campus departments
should operationalize the cycle by using it to guide
day-to-day functions of their program. Particularly
valuable in complex or multiple supervisory
contexts, operationalizing the cycle may help
maintain clarity of roles and responsibilities and
provide a guiding document. See Figure 3 for an
excerpt from a spreadsheet provided to supervisors
containing elements of the cycle to customize.
Program Phase and Processes/Deliverables
Recruitment and Interviewing

Timeframe

As needed

Posting of job/advertisement

As needed

Recruitment Tactics

As needed

Screening

As needed

Interviewing

As needed

Selection

As needed

Communication with applicants throughout and upon decision

As needed

Cycle as a Diagnostic Tool
Whether operationalized into a department or
simply referred to, the cycle should be utilized to
determine gaps in a supervisor or student
employment program’s development. Once gaps
are identified, the cycle should assist in identifying
the extent to which a gap exists and informing
program improvements. Ideally, supervisors and
departments should consult with their student
employment professionals to collaborative create
solutions based on the cycle.
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Notes

Need Based
Phase

Position Description Review and Update

Figure 3. Planning Tool Excerpt 2

Primary
Task Owner

Per any changes stemming from position
planning/development
Posting in student job database
Refers to additional recruitment strategies to secure
pipeline (i.e., clubs, events)
Develop and/or review rubric to evaluate applications,
rate candidates, and select interviewees
Determine type(s) of interviews and questions, along with
format and interviewers (i.e., current student employees,
colleagues, etc.)
Develop and/or review rubric to evaluate interviewees
Includes communicating with applications on progress
and when a selection has been made

decentralized environment. For example,
the student employment office may only
assist with hiring of students, while human
resources oversee the implementation of
institutional policies to guide performance
management.
3. Use the cycle to structure educational
content for supervisors, whether in a
manual, tip sheets, or on a website. For
example, create a section for each phase
with content and recommendations. The
IUPUI Office of Student Employment has
utilized the framework in this manner,
which can be viewed at
http://employment.uc.iupui.edu/.

4. Utilize the cycle as a referral
source when working with
supervisors and departments.
For example, if the student
employment office does not
assist with all aspects of the
cycle, direct supervisors and
departments accordingly
based on each phase.
5. Identify gaps in services and
resources provided to oncampus departments that
employ students. For
example, if not in place, a
campus wide student
employee exit
survey/interview could be
implemented to evaluate
student experiences.
6. Apply the cycle when
consulting with departments
about issues they are facing
specific to student
employment. For example, if
a department recently had a
large number of students
resign and are adamant about
hiring new students as soon
as possible, inquire about the
levels of planning,
supervision, and performance
Figure 4. Training Tool Excerpt 1
management in place.
7. Communicate with student
9. Communicate with students seeking
employment stakeholders, such as
positions using the cycle as a framework to
administrators, using the cycle as a
orient them with student employment. For
framework so a holistic understanding of the
example, present to incoming students on
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
what a typical recruitment, interview,
threats specific to student employment can
selection, and hiring process entails for onbe discussed. For example, include
campus jobs.
achievements for each phase in a student
10. Evaluate personal professional development
employment office annual report.
opportunities for each phase and determine
8. Adapt the cycle to incorporate institutional
what gaps exist to continue enhancing
priorities, including university-wide learning
student employment knowledge, skills, and
outcomes and/or strategic planning
abilities. For example, student employment
language. For example, if undergraduate
professionals may seek out specific
learning outcomes are in place, map those to
conference presentations related to
each phase of the cycle to illustrate the
operationalization of phases across
extent to which student employment is
institutions.
aligned.
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Figure 5. Training Tool Excerpt 2

Conclusion: A Call to Action
As with most frameworks designed to guide
professional practices, nuances based on
institutional context, environment, and preference
result in the need to adapt frameworks into custom
model to be implemented. This article serves to
encourage student employment professionals with a
framework which can be used as is or adapted
emphasize specific elements or initiatives. The
framework also serves as a call for student
employment professionals to collectively continue

discussing and building common frameworks to
shape the future of student employment.
Within the IUPUI Office of Student Employment,
next steps for the cycle include further evaluation
on the effectiveness of the cycle in addressing the
needs of on-campus employer development as well
as institutional communication surrounding student
employment. Additional iterations of the cycle may
be adapted to continue addressing these everchanging needs.
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Can’t I just pay my student
whatever I want?

from administrative, academic research/fellowship,
and employers that historically paid students in a
lump-sum.

Kari Jo Grant, MSEd
Dartmouth College

The group met several times throughout a six month
period. The first meeting set the goals and
expectation that the group would create campus
guidelines that would be enforced by the central

Abstract
Adequately compensating students for work isn’t as
black and white as it may initially seem. This article
is adapted from a presentation shared at NSEA’s
2014 conference at St. Paul, MN. The author shares
the results of a collaborative campus effort by the
offices of Student Employment, the Controller,
General Counsel, Accounts Payable and Human
Resources to define and document reasonable
campus-specific exemptions to hourly pay for
student employees. Additionally, the article
provides questions to consider and a template for
other campuses to work from if they wish to pursue
a similar goal.
Stating the Problem:
New to the world of student employment, I was
startled to discover how many employers (campus
faculty and staff) had a history of calling a student
an ‘intern’ and paying them a lump-sum amount
which they called a “stipend” or “honorarium”.
This approach to paying students was often
explained as how ‘we’ve always done it.’ It was
simply easiest for all involved. More
challengingly, there did seem to be some valid
reasons some positions would not be paid hourly.
Additionally, it was unclear whether the function
being fulfilled by the student was “work” or
“educational experience.” The personal
interpretation differed from department to
department and supervisor to supervisor.
The Process:
We assembled a group of individuals who were
either invested in creating guidelines specific to our
campus’ student employees or had an expertise that
was necessary for the initiative’s future success.
This group included department representatives
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Campus-Specific questions to
consider:
What information is already in
writing at your institution? What
would you like clarified?
Who are the collaborators at your
institution?
 Consider the following to
get you started: General
Counsel, Controller,
Accounts Payable, Human
Resources, Payroll,
Athletics Department, Dean
of Faculty Fiscal Office,
Academic Research &
Scholarship, Student
Services Division + others
on your campus

Administrative offices of Student Employment,
Accounts Payable and Payroll. The first meeting
included a review of all the information that was
already ‘known’:
• Current campus policies, practices and programs
• policies and practices from other comparable
institutions
• pertinent laws and IRS compliance rules:
• Department of Labor Wage & Hour Division
Fact Sheets
• Internship Programs (#71)
• Exemptions for Executive… (#17A)
Professional… (#17D)
• Salary Basis Requirement (#17G)

•

State of NH Department of Labor : What is an
changes to the document and deemed it ready for
independent contractor
campus-wide use!
• IRS website: Independent Contractor
Communicating the Outcome:
(Publication 15-A)
Once completed, the guidelines were
• IRS 20 Factor Test:
Campus-Specific
shared with the campus in a few
Independent contractor or
questions
to
consider:
different ways.
Employee? (Illinois State
What
authority
dictates
 meetings with fiscal officers
handout)
how student employees
 several presentations to campus
are
paid
at
your
employers
by the Student Employment
In our case, the group determined
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Lessons Learned:
As is often the case, our final product was different
than anticipated, but best served the needs of our
campus and meeting the stated purpose of the
documentations: providing clear campus guidelines
on how to pay student employees. Also not too
surprising, most employers (even those who were
forced to change their practices) were pleased to
have written guidelines. This supports the author’s
belief that most employers want to do what is right
for their employees and given the tools, will do so.

Tools for other campuses:
This article is intended as a tool for other campuses
to develop guidelines that will be useful to and
supported by your own campus, as we used the
document we found online from a partner
institution. It is not the intention of the author to
present our campus solution as “the answer”. Each
campus must develop its own response to the
question posed in the title. Best of luck to you and
your collaborators in your efforts!

About the Author
Kari Jo Grant, MSEd is a Consultant in the Dartmouth College Student Employment
Office (SEO). Her 2½ years of experience in SEO is preceded by over 15 years of
experience in student affairs. In her work with SEO, she has focused on collaboration
among campus constituencies to document the process of paying students, creating a
student employee recommended hourly wage, developing and implementing a student
employment e-hiring system and the implementation of electronic timesheets across
campus. She is an enthusiastic supporter of cross-campus involvement in student
employment and thoroughly enjoys her work in this field!
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Upcoming Regional Conferences

The mission of the Office of Student Employment is
to support the Division of Undergraduate Education
by empowering students to pursue and succeed in
meaningful, academically relevant college work
experiences that enhance both academic and
professional growth.
The Office of Student Employment will achieve
its mission through:
· Creating campus dialogue and understanding of
synergy between academics and collegiate work
experiences
· Establishing and maintaining best practices and
expectations for student employment programs
· Providing professional development opportunities
through services and programming
· Connecting students and employers in mutually
beneficial work experiences
815 W. Michigan St.
Indianapolis, IN 46202
Phone: (317) 274-3083
E-mail: future@iupui.edu

Proposals for the 2016 NSEA Journal are now being accepted!
Contact Jenna Corcoran, jones254@iupui.edu to learn how you can submit a proposal.
National Student Employment Association Mission Statement
The National Student Employment Association (NSEA) is a non-profit association of professionals involved with
programs for students who work while attending college. To this end, we support and promote student employment
through research, professional development and the exchange of information.
The National Student Employment Association is an organization of several hundred professionals involved with
programs for college students who work. Membership is open to anyone with an interest in administering student
employment or hiring students.

--JOIN NOW-NSEA is a prime source for current information on federal student employment regulations and expert advice on the
Federal Work-Study Program. Through annual conferences and workshops, members are offered training opportunities
and the chance to tap into a nationwide network of experienced student employment colleagues.
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